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Andreev conductance of a domain wall

Nikolai M. Chtchelkatchev1,2 and Igor S. Burmistrov1,3
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3Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Amsterdam, 1018XE Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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At low temperatures the transport through a superconductor-ferromagnet~SF! tunnel interface is due to the
tunneling of electrons in pairs. The exchange field of a single domain ferromagnet aligns electron spins and
suppresses the two-electron tunneling. The presence of the domain walls at the SF interface strongly enhances
the subgap current. The Andreev conductance is proved to be proportional to the total length of domain walls
at the SF interface when the ferromagnet is fully polarized.
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Superconductivity and ferromagnetism are two compet
phenomena: while the first prefers antiparallel spin orien
tion of electrons in Cooper pairs, the second forces the s
to be aligned in parallel. Their coexistence in one and
same material or their interaction in spatially separated
terials leads to a number of new interesting phenomena,1 for
example, p-state of superconductor-ferromagne
superconductor~SFS! Josephson junctions,2–4 highly non-
monotonic dependence of the critical temperatureTc of a SF
bilayer as a function of the ferromagnet thickness,5 and so
on. Investigations of SF structures are often based on a
assumption that the ferromagnet consists of a single dom
or that the domain structure is not important. However, t
approximation is not always valid.6–10 For instance, recently
it has been demonstrated that the domain structure of
ferromagnet modifiesTc of strongly coupled thin SF bilay
ers; in addition, vortices may appear in the superconduc
film and significantly modify the lateral conductance of t
bilayers.10

This paper is largely concerned with the influence of
ferromagnetic domain structure on the Andreev conducta
of SF junctions. First, let us consider the SF junction with
single-domain ferromagnet. When the voltageV between the
superconductor and the ferromagnet is smaller than the
perconducting gapD, an electron exchange between the s
perconductor and the ferromagnet is provided by the A
dreev processes.11 The processes involve transfer of tw
electrons with the opposite spins from the ferromagnet i
the superconductor or vice versa. The Andreev conducta
is proportional therefore to the productn i”n i of the minorn i”
and majorn i band densities of states in the ferromagn
Thus, if in the ferromagnet the majority of electron spins a
polarized along the direction of the magnetization subg
electron transport through the SF junction is suppressed

If the ferromagnet consists of several domains, dom
walls separate the regions with the different directions
magnetization. If a domain wall is located near the SF in
face, electrons with the opposite spins involved into the A
dreev processes originate from the adjacent domains.
effect leads to the finite value of the Andreev conductanc
any polarization of the ferromagnet. In the case of the fu
polarized ferromagnet, as we derived, the Andreev cond
tance of the SF junction is proportional to the total leng
LD

(tot) of the domain walls located at the SF boundary and
given by
0163-1829/2003/68~14!/140501~4!/$20.00 68 1405
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GA5
\

pe2

g
N

2

nSD
LD

(tot)FS 4d

pj0
D , ~1!

wherenS is the density of states in the superconductor,gN
stands for the normal conductance of the SF junction per
area, andd is the width of the domain wall~see Fig. 1!. The
coherence length of the superconductorj0 is equal to
vF /pD in the clean case ~elastic mean free pathl el

@vF /pD) and equalsA8D/p2D in the dirty case (l el
!vF /pD). HerevF denotes the Fermi velocity andD stands
for the diffusion coefficient. The functionF(z) is different
for dirty and clean superconductors, but in the both case
has the following asymptotic behavior:

F~z!5H 1, z!1

p

4z
, z@1.

~2!

Result~1! holds if the superconductor and the ferroma
net are weakly coupled. The condition allows to neglect
exchange field induced in the superconductor due to
proximity effect. The magnetization of a domain produc
the vector potentialAeff5Hexd and, consequently, the supe
current at the superconductor near the SF interface. Hered is
the characteristic size of a domain andHex is the exchange
field. The influence of the supercurrent on the subgap e
tron transport through the SF junction can be neglected if
condition eAeffd/hc!1 is fulfilled, the latter being typical.

FIG. 1. The superconductor-ferromagnet junction. The dom
wall.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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Also we imply that the typical size of a domain is muc
larger than the width of a domain wall,d@d. We leave the
more complicated general case for future investigation.

The model.The Hamiltonian describing a system of a s
perconductor weakly coupled to a ferromagnet is

H5HS1HF1H int , ~3!

where HS5(p,sEpscp,s
† cp,s1(p$Dcp,↑

† c2p,↓
† 1H.c.% is the

BCS Hamiltonian of the superconductor, HF

5(k,s«k,sak,s
† ak,s is the Hamiltonian of the ferromagne

and H int5(k,p,s$ak,s
† tk,s;p,scp,s1H.c.%. Here ak,s corre-

sponds to the ferromagnet whereascp,s refers to the super
conductor. Labelsk and p stand for electron momenta an
s561 denotes spin degree of freedom.

The current flow through the SF junction can be describ
in terms of the tunneling ratesGA

S←F(V) andGA
S→F(V). The

first one has the meaning of the probability per second
the Cooper pair creation in the superconductor from t
electrons with the opposite spins in the ferromagnet and
versa for GA

S→F(V). If the voltage between the superco
ductor and the ferromagnet is less than the superconduc
gap,ueVu,D, the current equals

I ~V!5e$GA
S←F~V!2GA

S→F~V!%. ~4!

Using the Fermi golden rule the rates can be found in
second order in the tunneling amplitudetk,s;p,s . Following
the approach developed in Ref. 13, we finally obtain

GA
S←F~V!54p3E djnF~j2eV!nF~2j2eV!

3
D2

@D22j2#
(
s

J̃s~2AD22j2!, ~5!

where nF(j) is the Fermi function. Hereafter we take\
51. The rateGA

S→F(V) can be obtained from Eq.~5! by the

substitution of (12nF) for nF . The kernel J̃s(s)
[*0

`dtJs(t)e2st is the Laplace transform ofJs(t). It can
be expressed through the classical probabi
P(X1 ,p̂1 ;X2 ,p̂2 ,t) meaning that an electron with the mo
mentum directed alongp̂1 initially located at the pointX1 on
the SF boundary arrives~through the superconductor! at time
t to the pointX2 at the SF boundary with the momentu
directed alongp̂2. So

Js~ t !5
1

8p3e4nS
E dp̂1,2E dX1,2P~X1 ,p̂1 ;X2 ,p̂2 ,t !

3H G~X1 ,p̂1 ,s!G~X2 ,p̂2 ,s!sin2S u~X1 ,X2!

2 D
1G~X1 ,p̂1 ,s!G~X2 ,p̂2 ,2s!cos2S u~X1 ,X2!

2 D J .

~6!

Here the spatial integration is performed over the surface
the SF junction. We choose the spin quantization axis in
14050
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direction of the local magnetization. The quasiclassical pr
abilities G(X,p̂,s) that an electron with spin polarizations
tunnels from the ferromagnet to the superconductor are
malized in such way that the junction normal conductan
per unit areags(X) and the total normal conductanceGN are
determined as13,14

gs~X!5E dp̂G~X,p̂,s!, GN5E dX(
s

gs~X!. ~7!

Then the normal conductance per unit area, discussed ab
is defined asgN5GN /A, whereA is the surface area of th
SF interface. Symbolu(X1 ,X2) is the angle between th
magnetizations of the ferromagnet at pointsX1 andX2 near
the SF boundary. Equations~4!–~6! describe the subgap cur
rent through a SF junction with general domain structure
the ferromagnet. In the limiting case of weak spin polariz
tion (n i /n i”→1) the equations describe the contribution
the subgap conductivity of a normal metal-superconduc
junction due to the interference in the superconductor.13 For
the SF junction with the fully polarized single-domain ferr
magnet, the subgap current vanishes according to Eqs.~4!–
~6!. However, inelastic processes provide small but nonlin
contribution to the subgap current which is asymmetric w
respect to the sign of the bias voltage.12

When the applied voltage is smallueVu!D, the current is
proportional to the voltage,I (V)5GAV. At temperatures
small compared to the critical temperature of the superc
ductor and the voltageT,min$Tc ,ueVu%, Eqs.~4!–~5! reduce
to

GA58p3e2(
s

J̃s~2D!. ~8!

Deriving Eq. ~5! and ~8!, we neglected the contribution
due to the interference13 in the ferromagnet. In NS junction
~in particular, when N is dirty! this term gives a large con
tribution to the conductance.13 However the exchange field
of the ferromagnet can diminish it. When the ferromagne
fully polarized (n i”50), this interference contribution van
ishes for any domain structure of the ferromagnet sinc
contains a productn i”(X)n i(X)50. Following the procedure
described in Refs. 13,17, we find that the interference in
ferromagnet results in the contribution toGA proportional to
*djnF(j2eV)nF(2j2eV)J (F)(2j), ueVu,D, where
J (F)(2j) is defined in a similar way asJ in Eq. ~6!. The
characteristic length scale in the ferromagnet isjF

5AD/Eex in the dirty case andEex/vF in the clean case.5 If
jF!d, the Fermi energyEF@Eex and the ferromagnet is
quasiballistic, the kernel ofJ (F) is proportional to
sin(p↑uX12X2u)sin(p↓uX12X2u)/p↑p↓uX12X2u2, where p↑(↓)

5A2m(EF6Eex). The kernel oscillates at the length sca
jF and its integral over the SF surface vanishes. Similar c
siderations show that the interference contributions to
current are small if the ferromagnet is dirty. IfjF@d and
Eex!EF , using the procedure developed in Refs. 13,17, i
possible to show thatJ (F)(j) has ad peak atj50. Then, it
follows that the interference contribution to the conductan
is small. In the intermediate regimejF;d our results are not
1-2
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valid; this is a more complicated case since the spin-flip p
cesses in the ferromagnet15 should be taken into account an
the interference in the ferromagnet may become import
We mention, however, that this is not the case for the exp
ments similar to those presented in Ref. 10.

Andreev conductance of a single-domain wall.The most
interesting case is the fully polarized ferromagnet beca
the Andreev conductance of the SF junction is complet
determined by the contribution of domain walls. First, w
consider the SF junction with the ferromagnet consisting
two domains as shown in Fig. 1. If we choose the frame
reference according to Fig. 1, the angle of magnetiza
rotates as follows:16

u~x,2`!5arccos tanh
x

d
, ~9!

u~x1 ,x2!5u~x1 ,2`!2u~x2 ,2`!. ~10!

The classical probabilityP(X1 ,p̂1 ;X2 ,p̂2 ,t) is different in
the dirty and clean superconductors. We consider these c
separately.

Provided the superconductor is dirty, we can neglect
momentum dependence of the classical probab
P(X1 ,p̂1 ;X2 ,p̂2 ,t)

P~X1 ,X2 ,t !5
2

~4pDt !3/2
expF2

~X12X2!2

4Dt G , ~11!

where a factor of 2 appears because the superconducto
cupies a half-space. Now we can integrate over the mom
tum directions p̂i in Eq. ~6!. Supposing thatgs(X) is a
slowly varying function ofX on the length scale max$j0,d%,
we can perform the integrations over the SF interface in
~6! and obtain

J̃s~s!5
LD

(tot)

4p4e4nss
gs~gs2g2s!FdS dA s

D D
1

A
8p3e4nsAsD

gsg2s . ~12!

Here the functionFd(z) is defined as

Fd~z!5E
0

`

dxK0~x!x tanhS x

2zD , ~13!

whereK0(x) is the modified Bessel function of the seco
kind. With the help of Eqs.~8! and ~12! we find that the
Andreev conductance of the SF junction can be written
GA5GA

(0)1GA
(D) , where the surface and domain-wall cont

butions are given by

GA
(0)5

4A
pe2nsDj0

g↑g↓ , ~14!

GA
(D)5

LD
(tot)

pe2nsD
~g↑2g↓!2FdS 4d

pj0
D . ~15!
14050
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The surface contributionGA
(0) is suppressed in the case of th

fully polarized ferromagnet,g↑@g↓ , and the domain-wall
contributionGA

(D) is the only one that survives. In the mo
interesting cases the functionFd(z) has the following
asymptotic behavior

Fd~z!55 11
p2z2

12 S ln z111
6

p2
z8~2!D , z!1

p

4z S 11
3

4z2D , z@1,

~16!

wherez8(z) is the derivative of the Riemann zeta functio
Using Eqs.~15! and ~16! for the case of the fully polarized
ferromagnet,g↓50, we obtain result~1!.

In the case of theclean superconductor we can estima
the classical probability as

P~X1 ,X2 ,t !5
2

4p~X12X2!2
d~ uX12X2u2vFt !. ~17!

This probability describes the tunneling through the dis
dered SF boundary. With a help of Eq.~17! one can repro-
duce the results of Ref. 17 concerning the conductance
clean normal metal–superconductor–normal metal struct
In a similar way as above, we obtain

J̃s~s!5
LD

(tot)

4p4e4nss
gs~gs2g2s!FcS 2ds

vF
D

1
A

8p3e4nsvF

gsg2sS ln
vF

lFs
2g D , ~18!

whereg'0.577 is the Euler constant and the functionFc(z)
is defined as

Fc~z!5E
0

`

dxK0~x!ln cosh
x

z
. ~19!

Then, the surface and domain-wall contributions to the A
dreev conductance are as follows:

GA
(0)5

2A
pe2nsDj0

g↑g↓S ln
j0

lF
2g D , ~20!

GA
(D)5

LD
(tot)

pe2nsD
~g↑2g↓!2FcS 4d

pj0
D , ~21!

wherelF denotes the Fermi length. The functionFc(z) has
the following asymptotic behavior:

Fc~z!55 12
pz

2
ln 2, z!1

p

4z S 11
3

z2D , z@1.

~22!
1-3
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In the case of the fully polarized ferromagnet,g↓50, Eqs.
~21! and ~22! yield result~1!.

Andreev conductance of several domain walls.Now we
consider the domain structure with several domain w
touching the SF interface. If the domain walls separate
mains with the opposite directions of magnetization, the A
dreev conductance is a sum of contributions from each
main wall. Assuming that the characteristic domain size
much larger than the domain wall width and the magneti
tion rotation is given by Eq.~9!, we find result~1! with LD

tot

being the total length of the domain walls at the SF interfa
Usually, the domain structure at the SF interface is m
complicated. Nevertheless, the Andreev conductance rem
proportional to the total domain-wall length whereas t
function f (x) in Eq. ~1! may depend on the particular do
main structure.

A possible experimental setup can be prepared in a sim
way as in a recent experiment.10 To ensure the parallel mag
netization of domains with respect to the SF surface and
absence of domain-induced vortices,10 the superconducting
layer should be thicker thanj0. The normal conductanc
between the superconductor and the ferromagnet shoul
smaller than the normal conductances of the leads, the fe
magnet, and the superconductor~then the voltage drops
mainly at the SF interface!. Varying the applied magnetic
field, we change the number of domains in the ferromag
y

n

.

B

s

er

h.
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According to Eq.~1! the Andreev conductance is propo
tional to the number of domain walls in the ferromagnet a
consequently, to the number of domains. This can
checked experimentally by measuring the Andreev cond
tance as a function of the applied magnetic field.

In conclusion, we evaluated the low-voltage Andreev co
ductance of the SF junction when the ferromagnet,
strongly polarized and consists of several domains. The m
transport mechanism under subgap conditions is the t
electron tunneling~with zero total spin of an electron pair!
whereas the transfer of single electrons is strongly s
pressed. The exchange field of the ferromagnet aligns e
tron spins and suppresses the two-electron tunneling. H
ever, the tunneling is not suppressed near the domain w
where electrons involved come from~or come to! the adja-
cent domains. We found that at strong polarization of
ferromagnet the domain-wall contribution to the Andre
conductance is the largest one. We presented an appr
that gives an opportunity to find the subgap current for d
ferent geometries of an experimental setup. The dynamic
domains in the magnetic field can be probed experiment
through the SF conductance measurement.
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